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Abstract - Segmentation and grouping of image elements is
required to proceed with image recognition. Due to the fact that
the images are two dimensional (2D) representations of the real
three dimensional (3D) scenes, the information of the third
dimension, like geometrical relations between the objects that are
important for reasonable segmentation and grouping, are lost in
2D image representations. Computer stereo vision implies on
understanding information stored in 3D-scene. Techniques for
stereo computation are observed in this paper. The methods for
solving the correspondence problem in stereo image matching are
presented. The process of 3D-scene reconstruction from stereo
image pairs and extraction of parameters important for image
understanding are described. Occluded and surrounding areas in
stereo image pairs are stressed out as important for image
understanding.
Keywords - Computer Stereo Vision; Epipolar Rectification;
Correspondence Problem; Disparity; Depth Calculation;
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Computational stereo includes the following calculations on
images:
1.

image rectification,

2.

image matching,

3.

calculation of disparity map,

4.

handling occlusion.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the epipolar rectification of the stereo image pair. In Section 3
principle of depth calculation from stereo images is described,
while in Section 4 principles of solving correspondence
problem are considered. A survey of stereo algorithms with
emphasis on their characteristics is given in Section 5. Section
6 describes the challenges of using stereo vision in image and
video segmentation. Conclusions are given in Section 7.
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The computer vision is defined as technology concerned
with computational understanding and use of the information
present in visual images [1]. Visual images are commonly
considered as two dimensional representations of the real (3D)
world. Computer stereo vision implicates to acquisition of
images with two or more cameras horizontally displaced from
each other. In such a way different views of a scene are
recorded and could be computed for the needs of computer
vision applications like reconstruction of original 3D scene.
Stereo image pairs definitely contain more information about
the real world than regular 2D images, for example scene
depth, object contours, surface orientation and creases.
Artificial intelligence systems like computer vision try to
imitate the mechanisms performed in human (visual) system
and in human brain so the accomplishments in neuroscience
and psychology should be used when researching computer
vision.
A scene pictured with two horizontally and exactly
displaced cameras will obtain two slightly different projections
of a scene. If comparing these two images, additional
information, like the depth of a scene, could be reached. This
process of extraction of three dimensional structure of a scene
from stereo image pairs is called computational stereo [2].

THE GEOMETRY OF STEREO VISION

Problem of matching the same points or areas in stereo
image pairs is called the correspondence problem. Image pair
matching could be performed by the algorithms that include
search and comparison of the parts of two images.
If the camera geometry is known, the two dimensional
search for corresponding points could be simplified to one
dimensional search. This is done by rectification of images
which is based on epipolar geometry (epipolar rectification)
[3].
Epipolar rectification is shown in Fig. 1 [4]. If there are two
pinhole cameras with the optical centers Cl and Cr, the scene
point P will be projected onto the left (L) and right (R) image
plane as pl and pr.
Any other possible scene point on a ray P-Cl will be
projected on a line pr-er which is called epipolar line of pl, and
where er is called epipole which geometrically represents
picture of left optical center Cl in the right camera. If the same
is done on left camera, rectification could be obtained by
transforming the planes L and R in a way that pl-el and pr-er
form single line in the same plane.
If all the scene points are transformed in the same way, the
result will be that the same elements are situated on the same
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the baseline length Cl-Cr is a constant value (B). Comparing the
triangles (triangulation), distance to an object point (X,Y,Z) or
depth (Z) could be determined [6]:
X xl
=
Z
f

and

X − B xr
=
Z
f

(2)

which can be derived into:
Z=

IV.

B⋅ f
B⋅ f
=
xl − xr
d

(3)

STEREO MATCHING PROBLEMS

Although finding the corresponding points of the left image
on the right image is simplified, there are still some specific
matching problems in stereo vision.

Figure 1. Epipolar rectification

horizontal line in left and right image, Fig. 2, [5] and the
correspondence problem should be solved only in one (axis)
direction:
xr = xl + d , while

y r = yl

(1)

Actually, the value d is horizontal offset (displacement)
between the two corresponding pixels and is called disparity.
Disparities could be calculated for all image points so that
disparity map is constructed.
III.

DEPTH CALCULATION

The epipolar rectification assumes like the cameras are
parallel to each other and that they have the identical focal
lengths (f). If the geometry of the two camera system is known,

Missing of photo consistency between the images is
common due to the facts that intensity and colors vary
depending on the viewpoint. Intensity and colors in images in a
pair could also vary due to the different camera sensors
characteristics. Additionally, camera electronics produces noise
that affects image acquisition. Usually all these differences are
quite small so can be neglected and the photo consistency is
assumed as constraint in stereo matching algorithms.
There is also a problem in uniquely matching two points
due to the fact that large regions with constant luminance exist
(e.g. untextured regions or repetitive patterns), and in such
regions more than one corresponding point could be identified.
If there are repetitive patterns the more than one unique
corresponding point will be identified.
The biggest problem in stereo matching arrives due to the
fact that for some pixels in the left image the corresponding
pixel in the right image does not even exist. This is the
consequence of the fact that some scene parts are visible to one
camera but occluded to other camera due to the obstacles, Fig.
3, [2]. If there is no corresponding pixel, the depth calculation
and 3D reconstruction is impossible for that pixel.
Stereo matching algorithms commonly use constraints that
provide acceptable results in order to solve stereo
correspondence problem. These constraints assume the
following:

Figure 2. (a) Original image pair; (b) Rectified image pair

nd

1.

Epipolar constraint,

2.

Photo consistency,

3.

Smoothness,

4.

Uniqueness,

5.

Ordering.

Smoothness means that disparity of neighboring points
varies smoothly, except at depth boundaries. The smoothness
assumption is a consequence of observing natural objects and
cognition that their surfaces are smooth. The smoothness
assumption in algorithms is very effective on scenes that
contain compact objects, but is ineffective when computing
scenes with thin fine structured shapes (e.g. grass or hair).
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V.

STEREO ALGORITHMS

A lot of research in stereo vision is done in solving the
correspondence problem. A large number of algorithms for
stereo correspondence have been developed, and it is possible
to evaluate a new algorithm and compare its characteristics [9]
using the software available on the Middlebury College website [10].

Figure 3. Two examples of occlusions: PV visible points to both cameras; PO occluded points to right camera

Smoothness is applied in different algorithms in implicit
(local correspondence methods) or explicit way (global
correspondence methods).
Uniqueness of correspondence is defined in a way that a
pixel of one view corresponds to only one pixel of other view.
If a pixel of one view corresponds to no pixel of other view it is
interpreted as occluded in other view [7]. The uniqueness
constraint is effective with opaque surfaces. Uniqueness can
not be provided when computing transparent surfaces due to
the fact that the depth could be provided for two surfaces - the
foreground transparent surface and background surface which
is visible because the front surface is transparent. Uniqueness
of correspondence is also lost if slanted surfaces are observed,
because the projections of the same 3D line results with
different line lengths, Fig. 3, [8]. If there are different lines
lengths in image pair it is obvious that one pixel will
correspond to more pixels in the image with wider line length.
The ordering assumption can be explained on an example:
if there are scene points P1 and P2, and in the left image
projection p1L appears left to point p2L, then ordering
assumption claims that in the right image projection, p1R should
appear left to p2R. The ordering assumption exists in most of
the real scene cases with the exceptions of the scenes
containing thin foreground objects that could reverse order
with certain background pixels.

Figure 4. (a) Two different-length projections of horizontally slanted line; (b)
Two similar-length projections of straight line

When analyzing the scene objects, the surface interiors and
the boundaries of the objects become the important issue. At
the object surface the depth is very smooth, but at the object
boundary the depth is non-smooth so the depth discontinuity
appears. It is suggested in [11] that depths, surface orientation,
occluding contours and creases should be estimated
simultaneously when the stereo algorithm is designed. Such an
approach enables the recovery of the surface interiors by
estimating their depth and orientation, and recovery of the
surface boundaries by estimating occluding contours and
creases.
In [12] a three-axis categorization of binocular stereo
algorithms according to their interpretation of continuity and
uniqueness is suggested. The axes are:
1. continuity - over disparity values within smooth surface
patches,
2. discontinuity - at the boundaries of smooth surface patches,
3. uniqueness - to the occlusions that accompany depth
discontinuities.
The disparity values within smooth surface patch can be
constant, can be discrete but numerically as close as possible to
the neighboring pixels, and can vary over the real numbers.
The discontinuity at the boundaries of smooth surface
patches can be differently penalized. Discontinuity might not
be specifically penalized (free), or might be penalized infinitely
(disallowed). If the discontinuities are allowed, they could be
penalized as a finite, positive, convex function of the size of the
jump of the discontinuity (convex), or could be penalized as a
non-convex function of the size of the jump of the
discontinuity (non-convex). Common convex functions are the
square or the absolute values of the size of the jump of the
discontinuity. The typical non-convex functions of the size of
the jump of the discontinuity are statistical transformation
functions.
The uniqueness constraint can not be applied on the
transparent and occluded regions. As the occlusion region is
defined as an image region where there is no disparity defined,
algorithms differ in a way how they treat occlusion regions. For
transparent image regions uniqueness should not be assumed.
The uniqueness to the occlusions that accompany depth
discontinuities can be one-way assumed, asymmetric two-way
or symmetric two-way assumed. If uniqueness is one-way
assumed, then, to every pixel in the reference image, single
disparity is assigned, but each disparity can be pointed by
multiple pixels from the second image. If uniqueness is twoway assumed, then one same disparity is pointed by pixels
from both images of a stereo pair. Uniqueness is asymmetric if
it is encouraged by both images, but only one image is used as
reference, while uniqueness is symmetric if it is enforced by
both equally treated images.
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A. Window-based correlation
The idea of matching corresponding pixels in image stereo
pair could be simply implemented in a way that each pixel
from left image is matched with the pixel from the right image
that has the same color or the most similar color. This pointbased correspondence method does not consider any
smoothness and continuity and in practice results with a lot of
false matched pixels because a large number of candidate
pixels that satisfy the color similarity condition exist.
The simplest implementation of smoothness assumption
implies that neighboring pixels have similar disparities. If the
windows are formed (e.g. 8×8 pixel windows) and slid through
the images, Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), Sum of
Squared Differences (SSD), Normalized Cross-correlation
(NCC) or other measure model could be used for matching
windows. Instead of calculating disparity for every pixel, the
disparity is calculated for all pixels (x, y) inside the window
and a three-dimensional structure (x, y, d) called disparity space
image (DSI) could be formed. The smoothness is implicitly
assumed to be locally constant inside the window.
The main challenge with windowed correspondence is
selection of the window size. If the windows are too small, then
wrong matches are more possible like for pixel-to-pixel
matching. On the other hand, with the larger window sizes
there are less wrong matches, but the local treatment of
smoothness (constant disparity inside the window) is not
correct. The better results could be reached with adaptive
windows where smaller windows are used near discontinuities,
and larger windows are used away from discontinuities.
B. Cooperative methods
The improvement of window-based methods could be
reached with additional analysis of window-based results.
Cooperative methods are based on iterative procedure of
updating the window-based matching results or the DSI values.

TABLE I.
Stereo
matching
method
Window-based
correlation

OVERVIEW OF THE STEREO MATCHING ALGORITHMS
Reference
Hirschmuller, Innocent,
Garibaldi [13]
Kanade, Okutomi [14]
Scharstein, Szeliski [15]
Fua [16]
Fusiello, Roberto, Trucco
[17]
Veksler [18]

Cooperative
methods

Scharstein, Szeliski [9]
Zhang, Kambhamettu [19]
Zitnick, Kanade [20]
Marr, Poggio [21]
Mayer [22]

Dynamic
programming

Baker, Binford [23]
Belhumeur [24, 11]
Belhumeur, Mumford [25]
Cox, Hingorani, Rao,
Maggs [26]
Dhond, Aggarwal [27]
Geiger, Ladendorf, Yuille
[28]
Intille, Bobick [29]
Bobick, Intille [30]
Ohta, Kanade [31]
Birchfield, Tomasi [32]

Graph-based
methods

Boykov, Veksler, Zabih
[33, 34, 35]
Ishikawa, Geiger [36]
Kolmogorov, Zabih [7]
Roy, Cox [37]
Veksler [38]

Characteristics
• Smooth and textured
regions are well treated
• One-way uniqueness is
applied
• Discontinuties are not
specifically penalized
• Blur results across
discontinuities
• Poor results with
untextured regions
• Efficient in computation
• Support discontinuities
with non-convex
penalties
• Asymmetrically two-way
uniqueness is encouraged
• Results are dependable
on initialization
• Blurred discontinuties
• High computational
effort
• One dimensional discrete
approach to the
smoothness (inside the
scanlines)
• Dependent upon the
ordering constraint
• Errors with low texture
regions (horizontal
streaks) and thin
foreground objects
(wrong ordering)
• Efficient in computation
• Powerfull and efficient
stereo algorithms
• Discrete approach to the
smoothness

This is done by cooperatively assuming the smoothness by
creating the support region and the uniqueness by creating the
inhibition area.
Firstly, the support region around the current DSI value is
created. The smoothness is extended and aggregated to the
entire support region, e.g. by computing the average value. In
this way, the DSI values with higher weight (matching score)
are propagated.
In the next step, the inhibition area is registered. It is
supposed that if the current match is correct, than according to
uniqueness assumption all other matches at the lines of sight of
left and right camera can not be considered any more so they
are inhibited for further matching, Fig. 5, [4].
Figure 5. Cooperative approach: current match (black), support region
(green), inhibited area (red)
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Cooperatively, the weight of the strongest match is
increased to neighboring support region and potential matches
on the line of sight are reduced.
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The whole process is done to update all scores in the DSI
and then iterated until the convergence. After reaching
convergence new real-valued DSI weights are compared with
one another and threshold to determine final correspondences
is set. If the weight is bellow the threshold, the area is classified
as occluded. Although cooperative algorithms give good
results, the depth boundaries are blurred due to the rectangular
support regions.
C. Dynamic programming
Matching algorithms based on dynamic programming do
not treat smoothness locally as window-based and cooperative
methods. Instead, smoothness is globally treated, which in
dynamic programming concretely means that continuity is
considered inside the horizontal scanlines. The new constraint
introduced in dynamic programming algorithms is the ordering
constraint.
After the DSI is calculated, two horizontal scanlines are
analyzed as shown in Fig. 6. Each cell in Fig. 6 shows the
possibility of matching the two pixels. The path that connects
opposite corners Cs and Ce is built in a way that matching of
the two neighboring pixels is presented with diagonal
movement, and occlusion is presented with horizontal
(occluded pixel in right scanline) or vertical movement
(occluded pixel in left scanline). Some of the pixels are
prohibited due to the ordering constraint (left pixels) or
limitation of maximum disparity. The optimal path between Cs
and Ce will be achieved if every path between the starting cell
Cs and some intermediate cell Ci is also minimal or the path of
lowest cost. Recursively, optimal paths to every cell can be
calculated.
In stereo matching algorithms, the matching cost function is
defined to perform actual matching. The matching cost
function should be minimal for a correct match, and large for
an unlikely match.
The idea with dynamic programming is to decompose complex
optimization into simpler sub-problems. When building the
optimal path, the costs of including a diagonal

Figure 7. Matching whole images

move are the matching costs, while the costs of including
vertical and horizontal moves are the cost for occlusions and
can be used for penalizing occlusions. The optimal predecessor
of a cell can be calculated as the one whose costs plus the cost
of the move joining two cells are lowest. In such a way every
cell can record the costs and the link to its optimal predecessor.
Dynamic programming algorithms are characterized as
computationally efficient and able to explicitly identify
occlusions in left and right image. Their main weakness is the
consequence of one-dimensional treatment of smoothness.
D. Graph-based algorithms
Similar like in dynamic programming the graph-based
algorithms treat smoothness global, but instead of optimizing
continuity only over the scanlines (one-dimensional),
continuity is optimized over the entire image (twodimensional).
As shown in Fig. 7(a) [37], the same principle like in
dynamic programming, but without ordering constraint, is used
to create the path that connects opposite corners of the epipolar

Figure 6. Dynamic programming - finding the minimum cost path through a
disparity space image (DSI) (grey colored cells are prohibited)

Figure 8. Graph cut - finding the minimum cost surface through
the network nodes
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lines (left scanline is presented with line A and right scanline is
presented with line B). In Fig. 7(b) the same is presented but
using only the reference line A. In Fig. 7(c) all epipolar lines
are stacked together like in reference image. The problem of
finding the minimum-cost paths which define the matching of
every single epipolar line is now assembled into finding single
minimum-cost surface. This surface will contain the disparity
information of entire reference image so is called disparity
surface. Due to the smoothness, the local coherence is
considered as constraint in a way that disparities are locally
very similar. Dynamic programming is unusable in the new
surface-environment, but the graph theory can be used to
calculate minimum-cost surface [37]. With the graph theory,
the minimum cut problem is turned to the maximum flow
problem.
The directed graph G is created like presented in Fig. 8
[37]. The source node s and the sink node t are connected
through the network nodes, where every node is 6-connected
with the other network nodes. Four of six connections are made
with other image pixels (x´,y´), while two connections are made
with the corresponding pixel disparity weights. In Fig. 8 the
disparity surface cuts the graph into two parts. The task of
graph based algorithms is to find the minimum cut of the graph
G and so to solve the correspondence problem. If a single
image pixel p1(x´,y´) is observed like in Fig. 9(a) and disparity
is limited in range from zero to three, then disparity of
minimum cost of a pixel p1 is derived by computing the
minimum cut.
If we imagine the graph G as the water pipe network, than
we can define the capacity of pipes as the maximum amount of
water that can flow through them. If we calculate the maximum
flow through the edge defined by graph cut, then the edge
capacity will be known and it is equal to the cost of the
minimum cut.
In Fig. 9(b) minimum cut, which is simultaneously
calculated for six pixels p1-p6, is presented with red-dotted line,
while the blue-solid line presents the corrected cut after
establishing connections with neighboring pixels. When
connections with neighboring pixels are established, the
smoothness could be assumed to improve the results. Actually,
the edge can be either in x'y'-plane or on d-axis. If the edge is

oriented along the d-axis, then it is called disparity edge, while
the edge oriented along x'y'-plane is called occlusion edge. The
smoothness is directly connected with the costs of occlusion
edges and is described by constant user-defined smoothness
parameter λ. If two neighboring points' disparities d1 and d2
differ by d1 - d2 pixels, the minimum cut must include |d1 - d2|
smoothness edge. The smoothness could be described with the
non-convex function (smoothness parameter is λ when
neighboring points have different disparities or 0 (zero) when
they have same disparities).
VI.

RECOGNITION AND STEREO IMAGE PAIRS

Stereo parameters that are important for object recognition
process are also researched. The half-occluded and surrounding
areas are very important for the image recognition process.
Psychological, physiological and biomedical researches on
binocularity [39, 40] developed the theory of the neural
mechanisms for processing binocularity in humans and
animals. The neural theory of binocular rivalry [41] identifies
special neurons in cortex that are responsible for binocular
processing and the other neurons for monocular processing of
visual information. The eye movement also helps in fine tuning
the correspondence and has an important role in stereo
perception [42].
The 2½ D sketch model is suggested in [43], as viewer
centered representation of the depth, orientation and
discontinuities of the visible surfaces. The 2½ D sketch model
is simplified representation of a 3D scene which contains the
fundamentals for the recovery of three-dimensional, object
centered description of object shapes and their spatial
organization in images. The model is criticized in [44] due to
the viewer centered limitations and so caused individuality
which is not appropriate for solving general vision problem.
Instead, layered representation of visible curves and surfaces
based on tensors is suggested.
With a layered representation, image is segmented into
smaller parts - layers. Each layer can then be excluded from the
rest of image and used for different applications such as motion
analysis, object identification, coding algorithms, or
background replacement in video applications. When looking
the natural scene, different objects contained in a scene are
differently situated inside the scene and depth information is
useful if we wish to segment the image into layers presenting
reasonable objects.
The algorithms that are capable to perform depthsegmentation could perform layer extraction as a part of stereo
algorithm or as independent post stereo algorithm [45]. Layermodel could be used to improve the stereo algorithm in a way

Figure 9. (a) Finding disparities for single pixel using graph cut;
(b) Finding disparities for six pixels of a line using graph cut
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Figure 10. (a) Original picture; (b) Detected edges - based on intensity;
(c) Depth discontinuities
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that left and right images are divided into regions and instead
of matching corresponding pixels, matching is done with
similar regions [46-50]. The result of this is the disparity map
that is piecewise-smooth, like the natural objects are really.
These layered based methods are quite effective, because they
support occlusion regions, two way uniqueness and real-value
disparities together with the property to extract layers from the
resulting disparity map.
Automatic separation of layers from stereo alone is
typically error prone, so the segmentation is done in
cooperation of stereo vision with:
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